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Abstract
Plume characterization for orally inhaled and nasal drug products (OINDP) provides valuable information during OINDP
development. Spray pattern and plume geometry techniques, methods, and technology have evolved over the past 20 years
since the publication of the original 1998 FDA MDI DPI draft guidance. The International Pharmaceutical Aerosol Consortium on Regulation and Science (IPAC-RS) discusses the historical context and background to plume geometry and spray
pattern characterization studies; provides an analysis of the current regulatory context; addresses results from its industry
surveys on application and value of such testing; and presents case studies and best practices—seeking to provide insights
to regulatory bodies and other stakeholders. Assessment and consideration of published studies and industry experience
note the value of plume geometry and spray pattern in development, and that further data is needed regarding their use in
assessing formulation characteristics. Continued dialogue between industry and regulatory bodies is needed to establish the
optimum use of these techniques.
KEY WORDS spray pattern · plume geometry · inhalation · nasal

INTRODUCTION
In 2017, the International Pharmaceutical Aerosol Consortium on Regulation and Science (IPAC-RS) formed a group
to reassess industry perspectives and practices on spray pattern (SP) and plume geometry (PG) testing, and to compare how best practice has evolved in the 20 years since
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publication of the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
draft 1998 Metered Dose Inhaler (MDI) and Dry Powder
Inhaler (DPI) guidance (1).
This paper provides (i) historical context and background
to PG and SP characterization studies; (ii) an analysis of the
current regulatory context; (iii) addresses results from the
2001, 2018, and 2019 IPAC-RS surveys (2–4) of its member
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companies on the application and value of PG and SP testing for MDIs and nasal sprays; and (iv) case studies and
best practices.
At the time of authoring, dialogue between the FDA and
industry on the MDI/DPI draft guidance published by the
FDA in April 2018 (5) is ongoing. This paper seeks to provide insights to the FDA and other stakeholders and also
interprets the output from the surveys to present an understanding of the current industry position on test methodologies and method validation.

BACKGROUND
Historical Development of Plume Geometry
and Spray Pattern Methods
Plume geometry and SP methods have long been utilized
to help optimize the aerosolization process of formulations
used in orally inhaled and nasal spray products (OINDPs)
and have been part of regulatory guidance documents for
OINDPs since 1998.
In the 1960s, Charles Thiel (6) was the first researcher to
publish a technique that utilized high-speed flash photography to visualize the plume emitted by MDIs leading to
more widespread adoption of the technique during OINDP
development in later years. Since the aerosolization process
of OINDPs is typically a “short burst” that is influenced
by complex formulation and device interactions, Thiel’s
plume visualization methodology allowed OINDP developers to quickly identify manufacturing defects and actuator
design variants, such as swirl nozzle orifice configurations as
shown in Fig. 1. Over the years, Thiel’s fundamental methodology was extended to quantify certain aspects of plumes
emitted by OINDPs (e.g., plume velocity, shape, size, and

Fig. 1  Early plume characterization by Thiel using high-speed photography. Note: a modified photocell sensor used for coordinating
triggering is at the top of the image (image courtesy of Charles Thiel)
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orientation) as described in the literature (e.g., Miszuk et
al. (7) and Dhand et al. (8)). Today’s plume visualization
techniques typically employ digital imaging and planar laser
illumination at their core, and the associated regulatory
guidelines have evolved accordingly to help standardize the
methodology needed for submission purposes.
The signing of the Montreal protocol in 1987 (9) drove
the OINDP market in the late 1980s and 1990s to replace
chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) propellant-based MDIs with
hydrofluoroalkane (HFA) propellants (10) due to evidence
that CFC propellants cause stratospheric ozone depletion
(11, 12). However, significant performance differences
between CFC and HFA-propelled OINDPs led to major reformulation development challenges for OINDP manufacturers. This in turn spurred the usage and improvement of
plume visualization techniques to help in these efforts.
While SP testing has long been included as part of the
development and characterization of cosmetic aerosol products (13, 14), Benjamin et al. (15) were the first to use this
technique to rigorously evaluate MDI SPs and were the first
group to compare photographic images with those derived
from direct impingement of the aerosol on to thin layer chromatography (TLC) plates. In practice, such TLC or “impaction” techniques were performed with the plate set perpendicular to the spray plume axis at a pre-determined distance
(e.g., between 3 and 10 cm) from the device mouthpiece
(oral) or orifice (nasal) and chemical analysis was performed
on the deposited contents (see (15) for a description). Ethanol-sensitive paper has been used as the TLC substrate for
formulations containing ethanol as a co-solvent (typically
pMDIs). The basic methodology would often be extended to
include a form of manual shape assessment of the resultant
“splatter” pattern on the TLC plate prior to chemical analysis to enable shape quantification (e.g., SP area, maximum
and minimum diameters (Dmax and Dmin, respectively, etc.).
However, the relative lack of sensitivity and the human subjectivity of these manual methods, combined with the difficulty of maintaining accurate records for the TLC splatter
patterns in a good manufacturing practice (GMP) laboratory environment, led to the development of modern, “nonimpaction” alternatives.
Advances in digital imaging technologies have led to
high-speed digital imaging with laser light sheet illumination becoming a preferred industry choice for performing
SP and PG analysis of OINDPs (3, 4, 16). These computercontrolled analysis techniques allow for accurate recording
of SP and PG image sequences without interrupting the
spray (i.e., optical or non-impaction) and the associated
data processing software allows users to conduct detailed
analysis of the critical parameters of the spray event in a
form compatible with the cGMP requirements of today’s
pharmaceutical industry. Beginning in 2003, the FDA BA/
BE draft guidance for OINDPs also includes details of how
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these non-impaction techniques could be used for SP and
PG analysis (17).

Summary of Current Spray Pattern and Plume
Geometry Methods
Although, for bioequivalence (BE) determinations (17), the
FDA recommends that SP measurements be undertaken
at two distances from the mouthpiece or nosepiece of the
test device, measurements made for routine quality control
release testing of actuators are typically made at only one
distance (16, 18). The requirement for measurement at two
distances also began appearing in FDA’s product-specific
guidance with that for ciclesonide metered nasal spray (19);
please see Table I. Sample preparation consists of collecting
a SP, either on a TLC plate or by computing a time-averaged
image from a sequence of high-speed images produced by
light scattered from the droplets or particles passing through
a laser light sheet. For a typical SP collected using the TLC
plate method, the boundary of the spray is assigned visually,
a central point of the pattern is identified, and the pattern
size (Dmax) and ovality are determined from the minimum
and maximum dimensions of the SP passing through the
central point. For laser-based measurements, the laser sheet
is positioned to intersect the spray through its cross section,
perpendicular to its nominal flow; the camera is positioned
facing the outlet of the inhaler/nozzle tip; and the image
sequence is acquired directly by a computer. A calibrated
time-averaged image, computed from the image sequence,
is used as the basis for determining the SP boundary, area,
center of mass/gravity (COM/COG), SP, ovality etc. using
fully automated instrument software—thus largely removing
operator bias.
The computation of the time-averaged image described
above is based on selecting the images from a time window
corresponding to the start and end of spray/aerosol in the
image sequence. In many cases, the instrument software performs this selection automatically based on criteria derived
from the images in the sequence. However, this automatic
selection process can be challenging for the software in certain circumstances or can be manually overridden by the
operator, either of which can result in inconsistent measurement. With this in mind, the user should have a comprehensive understanding of the measurement process to
ensure that the appropriate time range has been selected.
To exemplify this effect, Fig. 2a shows four possible time
ranges within a nasal spray intensity profile that might be
used to determine SP area. The corresponding SP areas (%
total area) calculated for those ranges are shown in Fig. 2b.
For nasal sprays, the FDA (17) recommends using the duration of the spray for computing the time-averaged SP image.
Therefore, it is important that, for each recorded spray, the
beginning and end of spray are carefully determined.
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Measurement of PG requires images to be taken from
the side of the plume, perpendicular to the laser light sheet,
which is aligned with the expected central plume axis.
Alternatively, flash illumination of the plume with photographic image capture may be used. For laser sheet–based
approaches, the FDA (17) recommends basing PG measurements on a selected single-calibrated image or “snapshot”
from the collected image sequence of the aerosol plume
while the plume is still in contact with nozzle tip (nasal
spray) or mouthpiece edge (inhaler). The side view of the
plume provided by PG also helps support FDA’s recommendation of using PG to help with selecting appropriate SP/
DSD distances (e.g., the range of distances before the plume
begins to break up). This approach has inherent variability in
the PG measurement process. In practice, an operator typically uses the instrument software to (1) select the image/
time corresponding to the snapshot, (2) locate a coordinate
system with an origin at the vertex of the plume (e.g., the
plume’s emission point on the nozzle tip), (3) measure the
plume angle and width at a corresponding distance from
the origin (e.g., the furthest distance used for SP), and (4)
report the results.
Since the publication of FDA’s 1998 Draft OINDP guidance, the pharmaceutical industry has engaged with the
agency to identify the parameters that can be defined using
PG methodology. A good example of this is the removal
of the plume length measurement and clarification of the
procedure for measurement of plume width described in the
2018 draft MDI DPI guidance (5). As a result, the practice
of measuring plume width and angle at the greater of the two
distances employed in SP measurements for BE determinations has been adopted as best practice.

Early Approaches to Method Validation
The introduction of high-speed video imaging for the determination of plume geometry and SP presented users with
the question of how to validate systems for routine use. Two
primary approaches to the problem were pursued. The first
was the use of a well characterized product to provide a reliable PG or SP source. Alternatively, target images of known
shape and dimension such as those shown in Fig. 3 were
used (16). Also, transition from classical TLC plate methods
to imaging techniques highlighted potential sources for error
in the original methods. For example, use of high-speed
imaging highlighted how a difference in results between the
methods could arise due to spreading of the plume across
the surface of a TLC plate placed in the path of the aerosol
plume (Fig. 4). Surveys recently undertaken by the IPACRS Plume Characterization Working Group have ascertained
that both of these approaches are considered during method
validation, by industry (3, 4). Survey results are discussed
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Table I  A List of Metered Dose Inhaler (MDI) and Nasal Spray Drug Products Approved by the FDA Currently in the Market
Dosage form

Product name

Aerosol, metered
Aerosol, metered
Aerosol, metered
Aerosol, metered
Aerosol, metered
Aerosol, metered
Aerosol, metered
Aerosol, metered
Aerosol, metered

Proventil HFA
Ventolin HFA
ProAir HFA
QVAR Redihaler
Symbicort
Alvesco
Primatene Mist
Flovent HFA
Advair HFA

Drug

Albuterol sulfate
Albuterol sulfate
Albuterol sulfate
Beclomethasone dipropionate
Budesonide, formoterol fumarate
Ciclesonide
Epinephrine
Fluticasone propionate
Fluticasone propionate, salmeterol
xinafoate
Aerosol, metered
Bevespi Aerosphere
Formoterol fumarate, glycopyrrolate
Aerosol, metered
Dulera
Formoterol fumarate, mometasone
furoate
Aerosol, metered
Atrovent HFA
Ipratropium bromide
Aerosol, metered
Xopenex HFA
Levalbuterol tartrate
Aerosol, metered
Asmanex HFA
Mometasone furoate
Nasal aerosol, metered QNASL
Beclomethasone dipropionate
Nasal aerosol, metered Zetonna
Ciclesonide
Nasal spray
Spravato
Esketamine hydrochloride
Nasal spray
Nayzilam
Midazolam
Nasal spray
Narcan
Naloxone hydrochloride
Nasal spray
Tosymra
Sumatriptan
Nasal spray
Zomig
Zolmitriptan
Nasal spray, metered
Astelin
Azelastine hydrochloride
Nasal spray, metered
Astepro
Azelastine hydrochloride
Nasal spray, metered
Dymista
Azelastine hydrochloride, fluticasone propionate
Nasal spray, metered
Beconase AQ
Beclomethasone dipropionate
Nasal spray, metered
Rhioncort
Budesonide
Nasal spray, metered
Butorphanol tartrate
Butorphanol tartrate
Nasal spray, metered
Omnaris
Ciclesonide
Nasal spray, metered
Cromolyn sodium
Cromolyn sodium
Nasal spray, metered
Nascobal
Cyanocobalamin
Nasal spray, metered
DDAVP
Desmopressin acetate
Nasal spray, metered
Migranal
Dihydroergotamine mesylate
Nasal spray, metered
Lazanda
Fentanyl citrate
Nasal spray, metered
Flunisolide
Flunisolide
Nasal spray, metered
Flonase Sensimist
Fluticasone furoate
Nasal spray, metered
Fluticasone propionate Fluticasone propionate
Nasal spray, metered
Flonase
Fluticasone propionate
Nasal spray, metered
Xhance
Fluticasone propionate
Nasal spray, metered
Ipratropium bromide
Ipratropium bromide
Nasal spray, metered
Sprix
Ketorolac tromethamine
Nasal spray, metered
Nasonex
Mometasone furoate
Nasal spray, metered
Synarel
Nafarelin acetate
Nasal spray, metered
Nicotrol
Nicotine
Nasal spray, metered
Patanase
Olopatadine hydrochloride
Nasal spray, metered
Imitrex
Sumatriptan

13

Current manufacturer

Year

Mkt. status1 Drug
specific
guidance

Kindeva Drug Delivery
GlaxoSmithKline
Teva
Norton Waterford
AstraZeneca
Covis
Armstrong
GlaxoSmithKline
GlaxoSmithKline

1996
2001
2004
2017
2006
2008
2018
2004
2006

RX
RX
RX
RX
RX
RX
OTC
RX
RX

AstraZeneca
Merck

2016 RX
2010 RX

Boehringer Ingelheim
Sunovion
Merck
Teva
Covis
Janssen
UCB
Adapt Pharma
Upsher Smith
AstraZeneca
Mylan
Mylan
Mylan

2004
2005
2014
2012
2012
2019
2019
2015
2019
2003
1996
2009
2012

RX
RX
RX
RX
RX
RX
RX
RX
RX
RX
RX
RX
RX

GlaxoSmithKline
AstraZeneca
Mylan
Covis
Bausch and Lomb
Endo
Ferring
Bausch
Elefsee
Bausch
GlaxoSmithKline
West-Ward
GlaxoSmithKline
Optinose
Bausch
Zyla
Merck
GD Searle
Pfizer
Novartis
GlaxoSmithKline

1987
2015
2001
2006
2001
2005
1996
1997
2011
2002
2016
2006
2014
2017
2003
2010
1997
1990
1996
2008
1997

RX
OTC
RX
RX
OTC
RX
RX
RX
RX
RX
OTC
RX
OTC
RX
RX
RX
RX
RX
RX
RX
RX

2020
2020
2020
2019
2015
2016
2020
2018
2019

2016
2015
2020
2016
2018
2012
2020
2017
2018
2018
2017
2017
2019
2019
2019
2012
2017
2019
2014
2019
2015
2015
2015
2018
2015
2016
2016
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Table I  (continued)
Mkt. status1 Drug
specific
guidance

Dosage form

Product name

Drug

Current manufacturer

Year

Nasal spray, metered

Kovanaze

St Renatus

2016 RX

Nasal spray, metered
Spray, metered

Nasacort
Combivent Respimat

Sanofi Aventis
Boehringer Ingelheim

2013 OTC
2011 RX

Spray, metered
Spray, metered

Striverdi Respimat
Stiolto Respimat

Boehringer Ingelheim
Boehringer Ingelheim

2014 RX
2015 RX

Spray, metered

Spiriva Respimat

Tetracaine hydrochloride, oxymetazoline hydrochloride
Triamcinolone acetonide
Albuterol sulfate, ipratropium
bromide
Olodaterol hydrochloride
Olodaterol hydrochloride, tiotropium bromide
Tiotropium bromide

Boehringer Ingelheim

2014 RX

1

2017

2020

OTC = available over-the-counter, RX = available by prescription only

Fig. 2  a and b SP areas calculated based on time ranges
within the intensity profile
shown in a

further in “2018 Plume Geometry Survey and 2019 Spray
Pattern Survey.”
Currently SP testing is typically regarded as an FDA quality requirement for metered dose inhalers, and inhalation
solutions, suspensions, and sprays, as well as a BE requirement for a number of OINDP (19, 21–60).
For PG measurement, the landscape is more complex.
For example, for nasal spray products and MDIs, the FDA
requires the project sponsor of a generic inhaled formulation
to submit PG data as part of the IVBE evaluation of their

product in comparison with the reference innovator product (R), or a one-time characterization study for an NDA.
Technically, PG analysis for these devices is not routinely
required for release/stability (19, 21–60).
As noted, plume characterization (SP and PG) technical methods and validation have evolved along with OINDP
technology, to support and inform product development. The
regulatory perspective regarding the purpose of plume characterization tests has, in parallel, over many years, prompted
much discussion in the OINDP community. The following
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Fig. 3  An example of a calibration target set used to validate plume
geometry and spray pattern measurements (16)

sections will assess the current regulatory landscape for
plume characterization, result from the IPAC-RS industry
benchmarking surveys, and provide and discuss plume characterization case studies.

Regulatory Landscape
FDA
SP and PG evaluation is required according to the US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) guidance on inhalation
solutions, suspensions, and sprays, and the draft guidance on metered dose inhalers, as a meaningful measure
and control of valve and actuator performance (1, 5, 18).
In 2013, the FDA Office of Generic Drugs expanded the
application of these techniques by including them in their
draft guidance on albuterol sulfate–metered aerosol for
inhalation (41). In order to establish BE of the test (T)
and reference metered dose inhalers containing albuterol
sulfate, the FDA recommends that applicants conduct a
number of in vitro studies, including SP and PG. In this
guidance, SP must be measured at two distances between 3
and 7 cm from the end of the mouthpiece and at least 3 cm
apart and equivalence needs to be demonstrated. Details
of the population bioequivalence statistical analysis are
Fig. 4  SprayVIEW image of
aerosol plume. a Without plate
present. b With plate present at
3 cm from actuator mouthpiece
(20)
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outlined in a separate guidance (61). The 2020 version of
the draft guidance on albuterol sulfate–metered aerosols
specified that PG equivalence is to be demonstrated at the
greater of the two distances used during SP testing (41,
61). PG equivalence is based on the ratio of the geometric
mean of the three batches of T to that of the three batches
of R (17, 61), which should fall within 90–111%. This
approach has subsequently been adopted in product-specific guidance for all other metered dose inhalers, soft mist
inhalers, and metered nasal sprays (19, 21–60). Approved
nasal spray and metered dose inhaler drug products by the
FDA currently in the market are listed in Table I.
The April 2018 FDA draft guidance “Metered Dose
Inhaler (MDI) and Dry Powder Inhaler (DPI) Products–Quality Considerations” lists SP as an attribute typically included on specifications for release tests for MDIs.
The acceptance criteria are the same as the 1998 guidance;
the shape and size of the SP but again no distance measured from the mouthpiece is specified. SP is also included
as an attribute normally tested during stability studies in
the April 2018 FDA draft guidance, which can be excluded
as a stability test parameter under drug product stability
application recommendations in the 1998 guidance Compared to the 1998 draft guidance, the 2018 FDA draft guidance lacks details for the characterization of PG. PG is
minimally mentioned and only appears in the appendix
tables along with SP. A comparison of the 1998 and 2018
FDA draft guidance for MDI and DPI products is shown
in Table II.
Other Regions
The European Medicines Agency (EMA) does not include
SP or PG as part of their “Guidance on the Pharmaceutical
Quality of Inhalation and Nasal Products” 2006 (62). The
Australian Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) has
adopted the EMA guidance and therefore does not include
SP or PG as part of product development or quality control
(63). Health Canada does not include SP or PG as part of
product development or quality control (64). The Brazil
Agência Nacional de Vigilância Sanitária (Anvisa) (65)
requests measurement of SP but not PG, for pharmaceutical equivalence (Table III).

Purpose

Testing

Method

Spray pattern

2003 FDA BE Guidance (17)
i. Impaction (i.e., TLC, single snapshot) or non-impaction-based (i.e.,
laser sheet projection and high-speed
camera, time-averaged image) at two
distances 3 cm apart, between 3 and
7 cm
ii. The number of actuations per SP is
preferably one

2002 FDA Nasal Guidance (18)
i. Impaction-based method at a single
distance (that “will provide the
optimal discriminatory capability”)
is assumed
ii. Acceptance criteria should include
shape as well as size
i.iii. The FDA acknowledged analyst
as a source of variability for this
method (“Variability in the test can
be reduced by developing a sensitive
detection method and by providing method-specific training to the
analyst.”)

2018 FDA Guidance (5)
i. Preferably at least two collection
distances (that “provide adequate
discriminatory capability”)
ii. Acceptance criteria should include
shape and size
i.Number of actuations per SP is
preferably one
ii.The FDA removed comment that
analyst is a source of variability for
this method

i. In vitro BE testing at beginning of life
i. “Acceptance testing for SP on
i. “Acceptance testing for SP on
stage only
incoming pump lots can substitute
incoming actuator lots with the
for the release testing of SP for
specified valve can substitute for the
the drug product, if justified (e.g.,
release testing of SP for the MDI
SPs from pumps with drug product
product, if justified. However, the
formulation and with the proposed
acceptance criteria for the SP should
simulating media are the same).
be included in the MDI product
However, the acceptance criteria for
specification.”
SP should be included in the drug
i.SP is listed in Table 7 as “Attributes
product specification.”
During Stability Studies”
i. SP is considered a C
 QA3 for MDIs
i. “Characterization of SP and PG is
i. In vitro BE testing
i. “Characterization of SP and PG is
important for evaluating the perforimportant for evaluating the perforii. “Aerodynamic performance for
mances of the valve and the actuator.
MDIs is usually related to the follow- mance of the pump. Various factors
Various factors can affect the SP and
can affect the SP and PG, including
ing CQA3s … SP …”
PG, including the size and shape of
the size and shape of the nozzle, the
iii. “Actuator orifice size can affect the
the actuator orifice, the design of
design of the pump, the size of the
APSD, spray velocity, PG, and SP.”
the actuator, the size of the metering
metering chamber, and the characterchamber, the size of the stem orifice
istics of the formulation.”
of the valve, the vapor pressure in
the container, and the nature of the
formulation.”

i. SP should be determined, preferably
by a method specific for the drug
substance, at different distances (e.g.,
two) from the mouthpiece
ii. Acceptance criteria should include
shape and size
iii. The FDA acknowledged analyst
as a source of variability for this
method (“Variability in the test
can be reduced by developing a
sensitive detection method and by
providing method-specific training
to the analyst.”). This was the only
method where analyst variability was
mentioned
i. Recommended as part of characterization of batch quality on release—
“it is recommended that SP testing
should be performed on a routine
basis as a quality control for the drug
product.”
ii. Tested as part of characterization of
the MDI actuator mouthpiece

Attribute 1998 FDA Guidance (1)

Test

Table II  Comparison of Spray Pattern and Plume Geometry Recommendations in Various FDA Guidance
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i. Same as for SP
ii. PG “determines the shape of the
complete aerosol mist.”

Purpose

3

2

i. In vitro BE testing at beginning of life
i. “Characterization of PG typically
stage only
should be established during the
ii. Test at the greater of the two SP
characterization of the product and
distances
is not necessarily tested routinely
thereafter.”
ii. “The PG characteristics can be used
as a baseline to compare similar
nasal spray drug products by different manufacturers or when certain
changes are introduced to an already
approved drug product.”
i. “Characterization of PG is important i. In vitro BE testing
for evaluating the performance of
inhalation sprays. The design of the
device and the nature of the formulation are two characteristics that can
affect the PG.”

i. PG listed as a C
 QA3 that is related
to “stability” for MDI and DPI
products1

i. Actuator orifice size can affect the
APSD2, spray velocity, PG, and SP.”

Critical quality attribute

Aerodynamic particle size distribution

PG to the knowledge of the IPAC-RS Plume Characterization Working Group, is not a typical CQA3 for DPIs

i. Recommended as a Drug Product
Characterization Study (and not
required for routine stability testing)
ii. Tested as part of characterization of
the MDI actuator mouthpiece
iii. Generic MDI development—“may
be used to compare similar drug
products by different manufacturers”
i.Changes to an existing product – PG
testing may be useful “when introducing certain changes to an already
approved drug product”

Testing

i. “PG can be evaluated by a variety of i. Method “based on high-speed photography, a laser light sheet and highprocedures (e.g., the time sequence
speed digital camera, or other suitable
sound-triggered high-speed flash
methods.”
photography method, videotape
recording, and taking pictures of dif- ii. Recommend “plume angle, width,
and height, all quantitated by the
ferent frames).”
same analytical method, be reported
i.ii. “The approaches used should
at a single delay time while the fully
allow monitoring the plume developdeveloped phase of the plume is still in
ment to define the shape (e.g., two
contact with the actuator tip.”
side views, at 90° to each other and
i.“Quantitation can be by manual analyrelative to the axis of the plume)
sis or automated image analysis.”
of the individual spray plume over
time.”

i. No discussion of PG methods

2003 FDA BE Guidance (17)

2002 FDA Nasal Guidance (18)

2018 FDA Guidance (5)

Page 8 of 19

1

i. “PG may be evaluated by a variety
of methods (e.g., the time sequence
sound-triggered flash photography
method, video tape recording, and
taking pictures of different frames).”
ii. “The approaches used should allow
for a detailed study of the aerosol
and droplet development.”

Attribute 1998 FDA Guidance (1)

Plume geometry Method

Test

Table II  (continued)
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Table III  Regional Regulatory Authorities Recommended Data to be Submitted in Application Packages for MDIs and Nasal Sprays
Attribute

FDA (US)

EMA
(Europe)

MHRA (UK)c

TGA (Aus- Health
tralia)
Canada

Anvisa
(Brazil)

PMDA
(Japan)

NMPA
(China)

Characterization studies
Batch analyses
Release specifications
Stability testing
IVBE for generic applications

SP, PGa
SP
SP
SPb
SP, PG

−
−
−
−
−

−
−
−
−
−

−
−
−
−
−

−
−
−
−
SP

−
−
−
−
−

−
−
−
−
−

−
−
−
−
−

PMDA, Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Agency;
NMPA, National Medical Products Administration;
SP, spray pattern data recommended to be included;
PG, plume geometry data recommended to be included
( −) = no specific details for spray pattern and/or plume geometry data to be included
a

b
c

Not a requirement in the FDA 2018 MDI and DPI guidance
A requirement in the FDA 2018 MDI and DPI guidance
At the time of writing the MHRA is following EMA guidance

2001 ITFG/IPAC‑RS Survey
In response to the 1998 FDA draft guidance for MDIs and
DPIs, IPAC-RS with Inhalation Technology Focus Group
(of the American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists) (ITFG) conducted industry surveys, data collection,
and literature reviews to investigate the proposals that SP
testing should be a routine quality control test, and that PG
testing should be done on finished product to determine
performance of the valve and actuator. The Consortium’s
results and perspectives were documented and submitted to
the FDA in 2001 (4).
While the draft Guidance suggests that PG can reveal
useful information about individual parameters that influence final product performance, this approach was shown
to be problematic. Results of PG testing are highly variable
and subjective and, when parameters are allowed to vary
simultaneously (as is the reality), then the combined effect
cannot be deconvoluted into separate factors to yield any
meaningful indication of the underlying changes.
The report concluded that some evaluation of plume
geometry may be undertaken, at the company’s discretion,
during metered dose inhaler development as a screening
tool for component evaluation. However, plume geometry
testing for MDIs is not an appropriate means of controlling
formulation and device parameters as suggested by the draft
Guidance, and therefore should not be required either during development or on stability.
Similar conclusions were drawn from survey responses,
data collection, and literature searches regarding SP.
Although individual parameters (size and shape of actuator orifice, design of actuator, size of metering chamber,
size of stem orifice, vapor pressure in the container, and the
nature of the formulation) could be correlated with SP, the

SP results were highly variable and inherently subjective.
This high variability could mask changes in the parameters
identified by the draft Guidance as affecting product performance, thus suggesting that SP is not a meaningful test for
product quality analysis of MDI products.

2018 Plume Geometry Survey and 2019 Spray
Pattern Survey
The IPAC-RS Plume Characterization Working Group have
recently undertaken two surveys to gain an insight into why
and how PG and SP testing are being performed by industry
today. While work was ongoing for the SP survey, the FDA
issued an updated version of the 1998 draft guidance (5).
An overview comparing the findings from both surveys is
reported below.
Industry Experiences and Perspectives
PG and SP are considered a screening tool for component/
product evaluation during development. PG is not considered an appropriate test for the routine control of device or
formulation parameters, while SP is considered appropriate for the routine control of device parameters, but much
less appropriate for the routine control of formulation
parameters.
Four out of 10 companies indicated that they had data on
the sensitivity of SP to formulation changes, half due to propellant choice and half due to the inclusion of excipient. However, two of these respondents indicated that they thought,
for non-impaction methodology, that the system settings were
more likely to influence outcomes than formulation characteristics. One out of 12 companies indicated that they had
data on the sensitivity of PG to formulation changes, but they
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indicated also that they thought system settings were more
likely to influence outcomes than formulation characteristics.
In both cases, more detailed evaluations of this topic would
be required to provide definitive conclusions.
Users believe that there are objective measures that are
more useful than PG and SP to control device/formulation
design parameters. PG is not considered by any respondents to be useful in assuring product quality, while 60% of
respondents do not consider SP useful. SP is considered
useful in assuring product quality for nasal sprays by one
respondent and for the control of device performance by
another. Both PG and SP testing are primarily performed
to satisfy guidance requirements. PG is performed as part
of the pharmaceutics development package, while SP is
also performed as part of the pharmaceutics development
package, for quality control testing, in vitro bioequivalence
IVBE and in development specification testing. The recent
2018 FDA draft guidance puts more focus on the SP test by
including it as a parameter for stability testing, besides having this already as a release parameter from 1998 draft guidance. The outcome of the survey provides a basic dataset to
initiate/stimulate dialogue between the FDA and industry to
get the best out of this important technology to develop drug
products in a cost-effective and timely manner.
Test Methodology
The majority of respondents perform SP testing in-house,
reflecting the routine nature of this testing. While for PG,
there was an even split between in-house and contracted
testing which may reflect the non-routine nature of the
evaluation and the expenditure required to purchase the
equipment to measure PG.
Fig. 5  Summary of spray
pattern methodology and equipment used

A visual summary of the equipment and methodology
currently being used for performing SP and PG testing is
presented in Figs. 5, 6, and 7.
For SP testing, the most common distances from actuator mouthpiece/orifice/tip of nozzle are 3 cm and 6 cm.
PG width is typically performed at the furthest of the two
distances used for SP testing.
PG and SP methods are validated by 82% and 90% of
companies respectively, and the parameters that are considered important when validating spray measurements
are presented in Fig. 8. For both PG and SP testing, the
following were considered the key validation parameters:
laser and actuation device settings (including a defined
range of applied actuation forces), camera settings, and
use of a well characterized aerosol source to eliminate the
effect of product variability. Other parameters were more
specific to either the PG or SP tests.

Case Studies and Best Practices
Three groups of case studies are presented, the first
describing the link between formulation attributes and
device design parameters to performance, the second discussing the challenges associated with bridging between
instruments, and the third identifying method parameters
associated with analytical variability.
Case Study Group 1: Linking Formulation and Device
Design Parameters to Performance
A study by Dhapare et al. (66) evaluated the effect of formulation and actuator geometry changes on SP and PG of

Test Methodology Employed
for Spray Paern Tesng

30%

Equipment Employed for NonImpacon
Spray Paern Tesng

40%

30%

Non-Impacon
Impacon
Both non-impacon and impacon
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100%
Commercially sourced high-speed
imaging with laser
High-speed photography/video with
bespoke soware
Time lapse photography with bespoke
soware
Other
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Fig. 6  Summary of methodology for impaction spray pattern
testing

Substrates Used for Impacon
Spray Paern Tesng

145

Method of Detecon for
Impacon
Spray Paern Tesng

16.5%
20%
16.5%
67%

80%
TLC plate

Fig. 7  Summary of plume
geometry test equipment and
methodology

Ethanol sensive paper

Chemical development

Black Paper

UV visualisaon

Equipment Used to Perform
Plume Geometry
Measurements

How Plume Geometry
Measurements are Performed

4.5%
4.5%

50%

91%

50%

Commercially sourced highspeed imaging with laser
High-speed video imaging
Time lapse photography

Time averaged

Other

Single delay snapshot

twelve mometasone furoate (MF) pMDI variants. They
found that both formulation and actuator configuration
can have a significant effect on SP and PG measurements.
Different MF formulations resulted in a statistically significant effect on three key spray measurement parameters
(spray ovality, spray area, and plume angle), with the largest effect being observed in the formulation containing the
highest ethanol and oleic acid content and the smallest
active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) D
 v50. While orifice
length significantly influenced both SP and PG results,
orifice diameter did not. As orifice length increased from
0.4 to 0.6 mm, SP area decreased by 13% and plume angle

and plume width decreased by 7%. Sump depth was determined to have a smaller, but statistically significant impact
on plume width, but not plume angle or SP area. These
results are in general alignment with results from Smyth et
al. (67), who found that SP measurements were influenced
by orifice length and sump depth, but not orifice diameter.
Myatt et al. (68) characterized SP at 6 cm from the
mouthpiece exit for a variety of pMDI formulations. The
formulations examined are summarized in Table IV along
with the SP area at 6 cm. Statistically significant differences in SP area were observed for different concentrations
of suspended drug (configurations 1 through 3), dissolved
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Fig. 8  Key method validation
parameters

(2022) 23:145

Laser and actua on device sengs
Camera sengs

60%

73%

Use automated device actua on
64%

Image resolu on
45%
50%
45%
50%

Use a well characterized aerosol source
Defined range of applied actua on forces
Impact of operator

50%
27%
30%

Calibrated targets
Environmental impact
Other

82%
80%
82%

30%
18%
20%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Plume Geometry

drug (configurations 4 and 5), ethanol concentration (configuration 1 and 4), and for different propellants (configurations 1, 6 and 7) in the formulation. Modest differences
(up to 10%) for SP area were observed based on drug concentration. Differences of 24 and 29% were observed based
on change in ethanol concentration and propellant type,
respectively. Differences in SP area for propellant type
were attributed to different pressures at the spray orifice
during atomization whereas the differences observed for
ethanol concentration were attributed to changes in the formulation viscosity, surface tension, and/or changes in the
internal flow structure for formulations containing ethanol.
Table IV  Spray Pattern
Measurements for Different
pMDI Formulations Adapted
from Myatt et al. (68)

Spray Paern

For a nasal spray product, a Design of Experiment
approach was used by Grmas et al. (69), with the aim of
studying both formulation and delivery device properties and their impact on several critical quality attributes,
including SP. The experimental design included combinations of three factors: viscosity of suspension, nozzle
orifice diameter, and shot weight.
Orifice diameter (factor levels of 266, 294, and 317 μm)
was found to have the highest impact on SP (area results
spanned from ~ 300 to 1000 m
 m2), with larger diameter
resulting in larger SP. This phenomenon was related to
a larger exiting plume angle and was confirmed with PG

Configura- Formulation
tion
Propellant

Co-solvent

API

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

N/A
N/A
N/A
10% ethanol
10% ethanol
N/A
N/A

N/A
1 mg/ml suspended AS
2 mg/ml suspended AS
N/A
2 mg/ml dissolved BDP
N/A
N/A

HFA-134a
HFA-134a
HFA-134a
HFA-134a
HFA-134a
HFA-227ea
HFA-152a

Spray pattern area (mm2)
at 6 cm (mean ± Std. Dev.)
605 ± 46
609 ± 55
651 ± 71a
461 ± 46b
506 ± 42c
462 ± 61d
645 ± 63e

Key: “AS,” albuterol sulfate; “BDP,” beclomethasone dipropionate

a

Statistically significant difference versus configuration 1 (p-value = 0.021) and configuration 2
(p-value = 0.044)
b
c
d
e
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Statistically significant difference versus configuration 1 (p-value < 0.001)
Statistically significant difference versus configuration 4 (p-value = 0.002)
Statistically significant difference versus configurations 1 and 7 (p-value < 0.001)
Statistically significant difference versus configuration 1 (p-value = 0.028)
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testing. Less significant effects were noted for viscosity of
the suspension and shot weights, when compared to the
impact of the orifice diameter. Inspection of the raw data
revealed that the density of droplets within the SP area is
different for different shot weight values, which impacted
the definition of the 95% droplet density threshold which,
in turn, defines SP area.
Case Study Group 2: Challenges Associated with Bridging
Between Instruments
Non-impaction systems for SP and PG contain a laser to
illuminate droplets, a camera that records the event, and
software to process the image and report results. However,
there are additional components that may or may not be present that could impact the result (Table V). For example,
one system may have an embedded evacuation system that
captures droplets onto a filter after passing through the laser
beam. Another system may be designed not to include an
enclosure, thus leading to different environmental conditions
surrounding the spray event. In addition, each of the equipment components has adjustable parameters such as camera
height or threshold.
The IPAC-RS 2018 PG and 2019 IPAC-RS SP surveys
both indicated the importance of laser and actuation device
settings, camera settings, and a defined range of actuation
forces during validation. However, it is inevitable that a
previously validated method will require bridging due to
software and equipment hardware changes or transfer to an
alternate laboratory. Since there are multiple sources of SP

Table V  System Components for Non-impaction Systems
Equipment component

Variable

Camera

Position
Exposure (light)
Resolution
Lens/field of view
Position
Wavelength
Power
Exposure (light)
Airflow
Airflow
Algorithm
Threshold
Acquisition rate
Processing parameters
Version

Laser

Enclosurea
Evacuation systema
Software

a

An enclosure and evacuation system may be utilized to prevent
exposure to the user. In addition, the evacuation system can prevent
fallback of droplets in the measurement zone
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and PG equipment, as well as differing software versions
coupled to them, it is probable that bridging a validated
method will be challenging.
The following discussion highlights several examples
related to bridging both PG and SP methods. Here, three
systems are discussed, and these will be presented and
identified as A, B, and C, respectively.
As PG is not a quality control test, the bridging between
systems is not always required. However, there are processing differences for the calculation of plume angle
between systems A, B, and C that highlight how methodology can lead to different measurement practices. Figure 9
illustrates plume angles measured from the three systems.
In system A, the angle is measured by placing the measurement arm on either side of the actuator mouthpiece.
The measurement arms can be moved independently of
each other and there is no plume angle apex created during the process. In system B, plume angle is measured by
estimating the location of the actuator orifice. Here, the
plume angle apex is placed at the location as determined
by the analyst and then the measurement arms are adjusted
by the analyst to determine the angle. Here, the actuator mouthpiece is not incorporated into the measurement.
Similarly, system C does not utilize the actuator mouthpiece in the measurement. In this system, the device is
automatically moved into predefined coordinate positions,
which is characterized prior to testing. On completion of
the move, the device orifice is at the (0,0) coordinate position which represents the apex of the PG measurement.
After the plume event, the system software automatically
fits the PG at the fully formed portion of the spray, where
coordinate position (0,0) of the spray is the origin/apex
and the results are reported.
The challenges associated with bridging a SP method
between two instrument systems are exemplified by a study
to transfer a validated nasal spray method from system A
to system B. The challenge was to optimize system B such
that the method was aligned with the drug product specifications developed using system A. When the two systems
were compared with equivalent actuation parameters, system
B results met the specification, but overall produced SPs
with a smaller diameter. This discrepancy is primarily due
to the way the two system’s proprietary software algorithms
define the SP borders. In order to align system B results with
historical data from system A, the threshold and rate of data
acquisition were adjusted to increase SP diameters.
Another example involved bridging a SP method to
account for changed results due to a system upgrade,
which included a new camera as well as hardware footprint. In the new configuration, the camera position and
camera aperture had to be adjusted to match previously
generated data. In addition, the updated configuration
included a new parameter called laser depth. Here, the
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Fig. 9  Plume geometry for MDI
from system A, B, and C

(2022) 23:145

A

B

Measurement Arms

C

lateral position of the laser had to be adjusted to successfully bridge the method. The lessons here imply that a
careful consideration of both hardware and software
parameters should be performed during a change control
or establishment of user requirements.
On one occasion, the bridging of a metered dose
inhaler method was necessitated by a system upgrade. In
this example, the method using the new camera produced
results that were not comparable to the previous, validated
method. As shown in Table VI, the SP area decreased
as camera aperture increased. Despite attempts to adjust
the aperture, the SP areas were significantly larger than
with the original camera setup. This suggests, in some
cases, it may not be possible to bridge prior results making historical comparisons to existing datasets challenging. It is therefore the responsibility of the project sponsor

Table VI  Spray Pattern Area
Measured from MDIs with
Different Lateral Hole Sizes in
the Valve Stem. Spray Pattern
Area Varied as a Function of
the Camera as well as Aperture
Number

Lateral Hole diameter

Case Study Group 3: Identifying Method Parameters
Associated with Analytical Variability
Grmas et al. (70) presented a systematic step-by-step
approach to developing a SP method, starting with the
definition of a robust preparation procedure for the nasal
spray product, followed by determination of in vivo relevant
actuation parameters and then setting the method parameters related to visualization of the image. This method was
further challenged to evaluate the contribution of individual
factors (analyst, laboratory, days, time between actuations
within the same time point, and time between time points

Area (mm2)

Aperture number
New camera

Small
Large

13

conducting the study to verify system changes and updates
(both hardware or software) via their approved proprietary
change control systems or equivalent.

Mean
SD
Mean
SD

Original
camera

1.2

2

2.8

4

1.4

1342
55
1468
84

1313
13
1348
27

1049
9
1190
12

739
3
935
27

587
33
677
30
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within same day) and interactions to the observed variance
of results by using a gauge repeatability and reproducibility model. It was found that the time between consecutive
actuations significantly influences the variability of SP area,
suggesting the importance of determining a recovery period.
The factors of time point and day were found to have the
potential to impact results, and it was also found that significant differences were observed when the same product was
tested in different laboratories.
Best Practices
As shown above in the case studies, there are many factors that
influence PG and SP results. The industry has developed collective experience on this methodology over decades of application to nasal spray and inhalation drug products and has gained
insights through interactions with regulatory authorities.
The FDA 1998 draft guidance to industry (1) required the
industry to provide PG and SP data as part of their new product regulatory submissions to the agency. The agency provided little in the way of guidance as to how product developers should go about satisfying these requirements. As a result,
a range of solutions have been advocated, which over time
have been clarified through discussions between the pharmaceutical industry, equipment manufacturers, and the agency.
These approaches have come to form the basis for certain
best practices which are based on field observations and critical
evaluation of the relevance of certain measurement parameters.
A good example of how guidance has evolved can be
illustrated using an example of peak width measurement for
PG. Initially, no indication was given in regulatory guidance as to how to define this measurement. Feedback from
industry and equipment manufacturers led to an approach
defining peak width at a distance equal to the furthest of the
2 distances used for SP measurement. Similarly, the requirement for measuring plume length has been removed based
on feedback regarding the subjective nature of this parameter. This is reflected in more recent FDA guidance for IVBE
measurement of PG and SP for generic products.
The IPAC-RS surveys (3, 4) highlighted the importance
of validating the laser settings for aerosol illumination, camera settings, and device actuation parameters to maintain
consistency in analysis of the resultant plume. However,
the relative importance of these parameters is somewhat
dependant on the product type being tested. For example,
studies have highlighted the importance of actuation parameters such as speed and stroke length when validating PG
methods for nasal spray devices (Fig. 10) (71).
Clearly, standardization of equipment settings in this
way will maximize the chances of achieving consistent and
reproducible PG measurement, and in the case of generic
products, satisfactory IVBE between T and R products. In
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this latter case, it is also important that the chosen actuation
parameters are relevant to patient use (17).
Apart from the parameters listed above, the surveys identified image resolution as a key factor in assuring satisfactory validation of SP and PG methodology. This parameter
is often dependant on correct application of the image analysis software installed on the equipment being used and this
can vary from manufacturer to manufacturer. Here, effective collaboration between the analysts and the instrument
manufacturer is important for the development of correct use
of image analysis software and a robust approach to image
measurement.
As experience of using the range of new proprietary
plume and SP measurement systems has grown, the importance of using time-averaged measurements has become
apparent (Fig. 11).
The original 1998 FDA Guidance (1) gave the industry very little information as to how best to report PG
and SP data. Many original approaches relied on taking
a snapshot at a fixed time point during the device actuation event. Typically, the single time delay result is highly
dependent on the time point chosen for the analysis. This
approach was driven largely by the difficulty in assessing what constituted the correct endpoint of the actuation
event. Subsequent experience in using these measurement
techniques has shown that use of time-averaged measurements can lead to significant reduction in measurement
variability (as much as threefold improvement for either
angle or width) (73, 74).
FDA guidance currently requires sponsor companies
to provide data on multiple metrics for SP, such as area
(for in vitro BE) and ovality. The IPAC-RS surveys highlighted the importance of validating laser and actuation
device settings and camera settings and conducting a study
of the effect of a range of actuation parameters (e.g., stroke
length and velocity) on the observed SP. The surveys also
showed a preference for using a well characterized aerosol
source during the validation process to compare with the
development product under evaluation as opposed to using
calibrated targets. This is interesting since many equipment
suppliers use targets to calibrate equipment measurement
before use.
The surveys also identified the importance of standardization
of device actuation parameters and laser settings for achieving
relevant and subjective comparative measurements in support
of IVBE studies for generic products, and ensuring consistency of data for new products. This is particularly true for nasal
spray devices that tend to be more sensitive to applied actuation parameters compared with pMDIs, and where studies have
demonstrated that parameters such as stroke length, acceleration, and velocity can largely affect spray performance, such as
SP and droplet size distributions (DSD) (75).
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Fig. 10  Effect of actuation velocity (10, 30, 50 mm/s) on the plume geometry of a non-commercial nasal spray product. (Settings for other actuation parameters: stroke length = 4.7 mm, acceleration = 3600 mm/s2, and hold time = 100 ms). From L. Liao et al. (71)

Other feedback has indicated that the user should consider
how the measurement system and software can provide an
indication of the quantitation limits of the measurements

(e.g., measurement resolution, accuracy, and repeatability) to
support appropriate validation of SP and PG methods. It is also
important to ensure consistency of the laser performance for

Fig. 11  Comparison of PG characterization for a commercial pMDI using a single time point (snapshot) vs. a time-averaged measurement (72)
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both PG and SP to have confidence in the reproducibility of
measurements over time from the imaging system. Ensuring the
system is operating within the manufacturers specified intensity
range is important as a decrease in intensity over time could
reduce the sensitivity of the system to the spray and introduce
variability into measurements taken. Routine preventative
maintenance may include a verification of the laser intensity
across the laser sheet; however, it is suggested performing this
more frequently to ensure that the measurement system is not
losing sensitivity as a result of laser deterioration over time.
An assessment of laser performance when performing method
transfers between imaging systems is a useful exercise to ensure
both systems have comparable performance.

Concluding Summary
This paper provides historical context and background to PG
and SP characterization studies, demonstrating the advances
in the methodology, hardware, and software used to evaluate
these parameters. A number of best practices are presented,
which if followed will enable the practitioner to consistently
capture high-quality data. The application of these best practices, along with the advances in non-impaction instrumentation and industry knowledge, has improved the utility of the
techniques so that the impact of product changes can be better
understood; examples have been discussed. Nevertheless, it is
important to be aware that the methodology can be sensitive to
non-product-related changes, as demonstrated in the case studies. SP and PG instrumentation are now capable of controlling
many different software and hardware parameters. Careful setting of these parameters is critical for the development of a
method to deliver correct and reproducible results and enable
obtaining comparable data from instrument to instrument.
An analysis of the current regulatory landscape was
undertaken which showed that PG and SP testing are primarily required by (and thus driven by) the FDA and Anvisa
requirements and interactions. The tests are included in
guidance for demonstration of pharmaceutical equivalence
in IVBE studies. Currently, SP is used as a quality control
tool for actuators during product release. Over time, the FDA
guidance has evolved; however, the guidance documents still
lack detail for certain aspects of the testing.
IPAC-RS surveys in 2001, 2018, and 2019 indicate that participants value both the SP and PG test as development tools,
while in addition the SP test offers the ability to assess actuator
quality/performance. Use of either test to assess formulation
characteristics is not definitive, although some product-specific
evidence suggesting PG and SP may offer a means of distinguishing formulation changes is available. Participants in the
IPAC-RS surveys do indicate that industry does not see PG as a
means of assessing product quality, and indeed, recent guidance
gives more emphasis to SP as a routine release/stability test.
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It can be concluded that continued dialogue between
industry and regulatory bodies is required to establish the
optimum use of these techniques to support cost-effective
drug product development.
In summary, IPAC-RS has reassessed and presented
the current industry perspectives and practices on SP and
PG testing, which generally conclude there has been no
significant shift in industry opinion in the 20 years since
the publication of the FDA draft 1998 MDI/DPI guidance
(1). This paper provides useful insights into SP and PG
testing which the authors hope the FDA will consider as
they refine their draft guidance, and to other stakeholders
working on inhalation products.
Looking forward, we have come full circle regarding the
environmental impact of propellants. Due to concerns regarding
the global warming potential (GWP) of HFA propellants, there
is an increased focus on environmentally sustainable propellants with a lower GWP for potential use in the near future. In
order to characterize differences between the older and newer
propellants, PG and SP could be seen as useful tests from a
development only point of view, but not as a quality control test.
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